All of Amorino’s recipes are artisanal. Our gelati and sorbets are made without any artificial coloring or flavoring and are gluten-free. Amorino rigorously selects its ingredients: organic eggs produced by free-range hens and fresh farm milk. Since 2011, Amorino has been creating ECOCERT certified organic flavors.

Our sorbets are vegan and “full fruit”. They contain 45 to 60% fruit (except for acidic fruits which contain only 20% fruit).

**Recommended Retail Prices**

- Small cup or cone with gelato-filled macaron - 5,80 €
- Classic cup or cone with gelato-filled macaron - 6,80 €
- Large cup or cone with gelato-filled macaron – 8,00 €
- Sharing Cup with gelato-filled macaron - 11,80 €

For gourmets, Amorino also proposes a Choco-cone.
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